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Like Nobel Laureate Ravinder Nath Tagore's Dream World
From Geetanjali

Where the mind is without fear, And the head is held high;
Where knowledge is free, Where the world has not broken into fragments
By narrow domestic walls;
Where the words come out from the depth of truth;
Where tireless striving stretches its arms towards perfection;
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost, its way into dreary desert sand of dead habit;
Where the mind is led forward by thee into ever widening thought & action......
Into that heaven of freedom, My father, let my country awake.

About BIPS
Bhupindra International Public School was formally inaugurated on April 3, 2001 by Mr. Tota Singh, Minister of
Education, Punjab. Since the time of inception BIPS has been dedicated to the pursuit of academic excellence and
innovation. BIPS, an upcoming co-educational school aims at providing education which is a harmonious combination
of modernity & tradition.
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that every person
is born intelligent
& with talent; we
at BIPS nurture it
to its fullest.

are like stars; you
will succeed in
touching them
with your hands
which is possible
in the crest of BIPS.

is about motivation,
achieving discipline
& dignity through
knowledge; we at
BIPS endeavor to
follow this earnestly.

is a ladder that can
be climbed with
BIPS; which is
flourishing under
the patronage
of Bhupindra Society.

Message
From The Chief Secretary (Govt. of Punjab)

Gurmeet Singh Arora

President

Message
From The President
Education is the chief defence of the nation.
BIPS was established in April 2001 with the aim to play a vital role and contribute significantly in the growth, development and
management of the home, the society and the nation. It is our constant endeavour at BIPS to prepare and provide an enriched environment
that affords inspiration for the physical, emotional and spiritual growth and development of students. We are focused on imparting culture
and value based high quality education. A systematic nurture of work ethics and high standards of productivity are hallmarks of BIPS.
Openness and transparency characterize the functioning of the school. While discipline is enforced with firmness, it is also accompanied
with love and compassion. The school has proved its excellence towards all round development of children.
We recognize, value and foster freedom and courage in children that enable them to get down from their own small shelf of interests, and get
involved responsibly in larger social and national issues. BIPS is an institution where democratic process is not only preached but practised
- equity of opportunities are available and every individual learner gets due recognition for the best in him/her. The curriculum, text books
and pedagogy are used as effective tools to enable the learner to unravel himself/herself and to plunge into the ocean of knowledge with
comfort, conviction and courage. We inspire our students to think pragmatically and optimistically to fine tune themselves with the trends
and changes in the community.
At BIPS we provide kind of ambience where learning happens by fun, thinking is stress free and creativity is nurtured : and students pursue
learning not targeting only examination and assessment but as a fanciful voyage to become a productive member of society.
It is our solemn endeavour to impart our students wholesome, spirit lifting, life making and character building education as will enable them
to discharge all the future roles effectively.
BIPS provide children suitable and positive environment. The foundation of this environment is mutual trust and team spirit. We challenge
our student to be involved in searching for solutions of life linked issues and concerns.
A new academic session is going to commence and I welcome all the new comers. I would wish the parents to help us in our efforts to help
their wards grow up in responsible and respectable citizens of the nation.

GURMEET SINGH ARORA
PRESIDENT

Indu Sharma

Principal

Message
From The Principal’s Desk
Put on the glasses of optimism and you will see a world of potential. Think Positive.
Dear Parents,
I firmly believe education is the greatest tool at our command to build the kind of society we want. The role of school in providing children
with ample opportunities of all round development and growth, cannot be denied. Education is what remains after a child leaves his/her
alma mater. I see to it when my students leave school, join institutions of higher learning and subsequently enter into the vast arena of life,
this residue should reflect a fine blend of sublime human qualities of compassion, fearlessness, tolerance, enterprise, industry, perseverance
and the like. My objective is to take education beyond the realm of books and even computers so that the children can define true aim of life
which is contentment and peace of mind.
It is ensured in BIPS that children are not loaded with mere information but their fresh and fertile minds are ignited to explore and discover,
which is must for survival in this age of cut throat competition.
I assure you, the students get elite grooming in the sui-generis, clean, green and pollution free environment of the school.
My highly qualified, experienced and committed faculty has missionary zeal and holistic approach. Multifaceted development of the
students is our priority. Here, these gems are polished and groomed in such a fashion that they radiate and illuminate the society and dispel
darkness caused by ignorance. The focus is on nurturing fragile and tender buds into fully bloomed beautiful flowers spreading fragrance of
human virtues and values. I know, it is a mammoth task but prudently and patiently fighting off such challenge is, however, second nature
with us. Propelled by our missionary zeal, steely resolve and unflinching faith in the capability and expertise of the faculty, I assure you that
entrusting your child in our experienced hands will be the most judicious and timely decision you would ever take.
I solicit your cooperation in making this humble endeavour of contribution towards our society a success.
We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.

INDU SHARMA
PRINCIPAL

SERVICES AND OBJECTIVES
We intend to evolve social, emotional, physical, spiritual development of the students and enhance their intellectual ability to understand life.
The society is a non profit organization investing in state of the art infrastructure and other requirements needed to establish a world-class
educational institution.
Bhupindra International Public School aims at the highest standards of excellence in the field of education.
to access the best opportunities of growth and advancement by being prepared linguistically
and culturally for the next generation.
to provide world-class facilities at a most reasonable and affordable cost and help the deserving
and talented children with full emotional and financial support.
strong academic curriculum with emphasis on analytical and application skills.
extensive range of co-curricular, sports and recreational facilities.
exposure to new innovative methods of learning through the use of interactive boards.
emphasis on good English speaking skills through extensive use of technology in Language Labs
for correct pronunciation and fluency in English.
to provide special help and resources for children with special needs.
carefully sensitized to environmental concerns, the feeling of nationalism and communal
harmony.

ACADEMICS
TEACHING METHODOLOGY
At Bhupindra International Public School, Education for Life, Excellence in Education and Commitment to a meaningful Education are of prime
importance. Quality education is provided to each and every child. Bhupindra International Public School believes that love for education should
be developed in children in initial years and conditions should be created for them to pursue a positive approach in life.
A unidirectional teaching method is being increasingly substituted by a multidirectional group workshop method. Here the teacher becomes the
group co-ordinator initiating work, nurturing students without the phobia of examination and homework. Development of oral and written
expression is emphasized upon. Home assignments are not a carry-over of classwork but oriented towards honing individual talents.
With every class as DIGITAL CLASSROOM, it is paradigm shift that does what no one has thought of before: bringing technology into each and
every classroom. It will empower the teacher with well-researched mapped curriculum digital modules, which he/she could project right in the
classrooms to elucidate and explain concepts to children visually. The result is nothing short of amazing. Classrooms have become alive and the
perennial tug of war between the teachers’ challenge to explain and students’ struggle to understand has given way to an inspired participation in
the journey of discovering new concepts in classrooms.
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GLORY THROUGH DUTY
MANAGEMENT
Bhupindra Society is a non-profit, non-proprietary educational body. BIPS
functions under the overall guidance of Bhupindra Society which is a beautiful
blend of academicians, researchers & professionals drawn from public and private
sectors. This projects a bullion image of the school in this region. These achievers
guide and motivate the society and hence guide the mission of BIPS to succeed
through their conscientious efforts .
Bhupindra Society is continuously striving to establish a composite educational
curriculum which encompasses all phases of a child's development. BIPS proudly
boasts of state-of-art infrastructure and most advanced teaching aids. It is the
culmination of the efforts of visionaries and educationists of Bhupindra Society.
Their valuable guidance is helping BIPS pave the way to “GLORY THROUGH
DUTY”

OUR VISION
As educators we are deeply conscious that every child entrusted to us is a unique
being with his own talents, aspirations and hopes. Given the right impetus and a
chance to actualize their potential, they can achieve great heights.
BIPS aims at physical, intellectual, aesthetic, emotional and social development of
all students. This is to prepare the students to be life long learners by developing
their skills not only for academic excellence but also to make them progressive
thinkers, effective communicators and principled citizens.
Individual attention is given to all children to bring out the best in each child. The
broad and balanced school curriculum sets the direction, establishes the goal and
implements a strategy for getting from where a child is to where he aspires to be.

OUR MISSION
To tap the latent talent and spot in the children the spark of excellence, and help
them actualize that they are sparkling and dazzling gems who in return must
illuminate the society.

SCHOOL PROFILE
In the portals of Bhupindra International Public School, Patiala, students will discover their own talents, and get an opportunity to
develop them to the fullest. The school is committed to provide an invigorating and competitive atmosphere, created by excellent
facilities and guidance provided by a highly qualified and dedicated faculty.
The values, which are ingrained help to promote confidence, direction and critical thinking skills, leading to the development of welladjusted, adaptable and integrated personalities. In other words, Bhupindra International Public School, Patiala offers
comprehensive and holistic education.
Besides being committed to academic excellence and providing education for all round development, another special characteristic of
Bhupindra International Public School, Patiala is the appreciation of the worth of each student. The school is equally committed to the
under represented and less-priviledged segments of the population, such a gifted applicants whose parents could not attend school, are
the children with high potential facing difficult financial circumstances.
The school contributes to a strong sense of community life. In other words, children belonging to every strata of society are given the
opportunity to study here. The school, does not in any way, discriminate on the basis of race, colour, religion, sex, caste or creed, in the
implementation of its admission policy.
These qualities place Bhupindra International Public School on the forefront. There is a continuity of purpose, underlying the change
and growth of the school. Bhupindra International Public School aims to steadily reflect a spirit of innovation in respond to need, and
broadens its educational mission, by creating an academic environment that fosters close association and the exchange of ideas with other
schools.
All the academic programmes and activities at Bhupindra International Public School work towards one purpose - to help students
develop lives of significance for themselves and for others, true to the traditions of the school motto “Discipline, Knowledge, Dignity”.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME AT BIPS
MONTESSORI BLOCK
BIPS is the only authentic Montessori school in Punjab. It is the model school of ABC Montessori that provides academic support to its
chain of hundred and ten schools all over India.
Tiny toddlers’ Block is richly and colourfully designed and equipped with a wide and complete range of latest Montessori materiels. The
captivating Montessori environment makes learning an out and out enjoyable and exhilarating experience.

PRE-PRIMARY
The students spend three years in this part of schooling.
The Montessori method lays focus on learning by doing. Children are introduced to learning techniques which encourage learning in
an atmosphere of freedom and spontaneity where children are encouraged to steer their life independently. Montessori method of
teaching hones children’s audio, visual, olfactory, gustatory, chromatic, stereo gnostic, baric and thermic sense. More opportunities
are created to encourage independent learning and creativity. The Montessori approach is followed with

MONTESSORI LEVEL II
Age 3+ years as on 30th March of the year in which the admission is sought(As per the Certificate issued by the Registrar Births &
Deaths)

MONTESSORI LEVEL III
Age 4+ years as on 30th March of the year in which the admission is sought(As per the Certificate issued by the Registrar Births &
Deaths)

MONTESSORI LEVEL IV
Age 5+ years as on 30th March of the year in which the admission is sought(As per the Certificate issued by the Registrar Births &
Deaths)

THE PRIMARY, JUNIOR, MIDDLE and SECONDARY SCHOOL (I TO X)
The curriculum and syllabi for these have been compounded to foster learning, encourage curiosity, intellectual stimulation and
rational thinking. The children are encouraged to participate in a wide range of extra-curricular activities. The core subjects
include English, Hindi, Punjabi, Mathematics, Computer Science, Science, Social Science and Environmental Studies. Stress is also
laid on value based education and enhancing general awareness of children.

SENIOR SECONDARY CLASSES (10+1 & 10+2) MEDICAL, NON-MEDICAL, COMMERCE & HUMANITIES
To sum up, a stress free education extending beyond the narrow wall of class rooms & text books is imparted, all the domains of
development namely physical, mental, spiritual, communication, social & cognitive are developed. Various hobbies are offered to
children based on their interest and orientation. These include music, dance, drawing, yoga, swimming, photography, cooking, art
and craft etc. A number of co-curricular activities & competitions like debates, music and dance etc. are held throughout the year for
the holistic development of children. All students are encouraged to participate in them.
All festivals and occasions are celebrated in school to make children aware of their cultural heritage and bind them to their roots.
SUPW (Social Useful Productive Works) activities are carried out throughout the year to assure the learning of manual skills and
appreciate the dignity of labour. It also inculcates a sense of value for the working people along with the preparation of articles of
utility.

CURRICULUM
BIPS follows the CBSE syllabus. A synergistic mix of academics, sports, co-curricular activities, Art ‘n’ Craft to exercise the mind as well
as body, completes the picture of overall growth at BIPS.
The academic session begins in April and ends in March. At BIPS school begins from Montessori Level II Nursery class(3+ years).

PREMISES & LOCATION
BIPS is situated behind Sheesh Mahal on Dakala Road at a quiet and pollution free place away from the hubbub of the city. The
classrooms are spacious, well ventilated and full of sunshine. The state-of-art computer and science laboratories with audio visual
facilities and all that is needed to provide a good learning experience are available for children. The clean and green ambience of BIPS
is truly a soothing sight for the mind and the soul.

FACULTY & TEACHING METHODS
To nurture tiny tots into responsible citizens, BIPS boasts of possessing a team of highly qualified, experienced and dedicated
teaching faculty. The motto of “No Corporal Punishment” is followed by the patient and seasoned faculty of BIPS. The teachers
lovingly guide the students and aim at providing security, warmth and emphasize on self discipline and mannerism. “Service before
Self” is the general guideline followed by the faculty. Classroom teaching is ‘interactive’ and is appropriately supported by multimedia
teaching aids. The friendly and smiling teachers create a congenial environment to serve the great end of education that is to mould
the character of the children. The Principal, teachers and all associated with BIPS strive hard to sharpen the intellect of children, bring
forth and furnish their talents and channelize their energy towards creative thinking.
Bhupindra International Public School, Patiala is the premier institution in India contributing to the IITs, Medical Colleges and other
top professional institutions at the all-India level. This is made possible by a hardworking faculty, which uses modern methods to
hone the talent of each child. The faculty of BIPS, Patiala is being rigorously trained to provide academic excellence at Patiala.

WORLD CLASS EDUCATION
Pre- Primary Classes - Montessori Wing
BIPS is the model school of ABC Montessori which is an international chain. It provides academic support to its 110 schools
across the length and breadth of the country. BIPS is the only authentic Montessori school of the region.

SENSORIAL DEVELOPMENT
Sensorial materials which are absolutely captivating & self correcting stimulate & hone children's all five senses that allow them to
form new concepts, logic and analytical skills.

GLOBAL UNDERSTANDING
Montessori inculcates love for history and world cultures starting as early as three. BIPS inculcates love for Geography as the tiny
tots by age four are well versed not only with the map of India, Asia but also the map of the world.

AMAZING MATHEMATICAL SKILLS
Visitors are absolutely mesmerized to notice general awareness, mathematical skills of little Montessorians. They have capacity and
skill to quantify, perform additions & subtraction to the figure 9000 by the age six.

SERVICE TO HUMANITY
Considering alarming environmental issues around globe, BIPS infuses love in children to explore the wonders of nature. Beautiful
variety of plants and trees at BIPS provide children chance to engage all their senses of perception. Love for nature improves their
attention. Montessori system enhances analytical & logical skills. Children are intrinsically motivated. There is peaceful, joyous
environment where caring, affectionate, and encouraging teachers & assistant teachers facilitate and guide children affectionately
like highly educated moms.

EMPHASIS ON PERSONAL LEARNING
Montessori way is self directed, non competitive, and helps children build high self esteem & confidence. Cooperation and
collaboration is encouraged.

EXCELLENCE IS A HABIT
At BIPS all five senses of children are developed through fascinating Montessori materials which get them edge over their peers
studying in other regular schools. They are groomed to do their best and strive for perfection and beauty.

ADVOCATES & RESPECTS UNIQUENESS OF EACH CHILD
BIPS unravels and polishes the real diamonds that children are. It enables them to be instrument in profound social transformation.

NURTURING & NOURISHING MONTESSORI AMBIENCE
Children have nurturing and nourishing environment, right stimulation and perfect ambience where they have freedom to explore their own
capabilities. The captivating Montessori materials help children enhance their span of attention which is imperative to realize any goal.

FUNCTIONS & CELEBRATIONS

MONTESSORI JOURNEY - FUN FILLED

SPIRITUAL GROWTH
Universal Values : Montessorians at BIPS grow up into polished gentlemen & ladies owing to elite grooming. BIPS nurtures spiritual
qualities, virtues and values. Meditation every morning is part of curriculum that helps them govern their mind which has proven to
be antidote against moral decline.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
BIPS is known for elite grooming of its students. Holistic development of students is the hallmark of BIPS. They are provided ample
opportunities to hone their skills in public speaking – declamation, debate, group discussion, extempore, powerpoint
presentation. Children who are barely three or four year old exude immense confidence on stage. Browse the links given below to
witness their confidence.
BIPS hosts MUN which is a simulation of the international peacekeeping organization – UN. It kindles interest amongst the
students for international diplomacy.

BROWSE THE LINKS GIVEN BELOW TO WITNESS THEIR CONFIDENCE..
https://youtu.be/Vuh4v9GCJ7Q
https://youtu.be/fVfBP6CQ_VA
https://youtu.be/UTlqRkP8Y3E
https://youtu.be/knnS86HdrRc
https://youtu.be/K6MqXunn6Ek
https://youtu.be/sUXF2f-hUPI
https://youtu.be/g07m13S4XBA
https://youtu.be/EdACSCjgW-g
https://youtu.be/a lBCNOm8k
https://youtu.be/S3Y50LJZhFE
https://youtu.be/lS30MrCCWbM
https://youtu.be/I27-hASsM-k
https://youtu.be/th0fcY-iVSA
https://youtu.be/t7QMYNdYDOY
https://youtu.be/H2pYvgmOrSg

INFRASTRUCTURE
DIGITAL BOARD SUPPORTED CLASSROOMS
At BIPS DIGITAL CLASSROOM technology is a world-class technology enabling teaching at the highest standards. Most of the
classrooms are equipped with multiple display monitors and big screens. Through these DIGI Boards excellent teaching resources such as
animation clips, videos, pictures, diagrams and working models etc. are brought straight in all the classrooms for a better interactive
learning experience.
With rapidly changing times and the increasing use of technology in the education industry, more and more technological teaching aids are
being used to enhance the teaching-learning process. Interactive Board is one such tool, which is composed of several features that
motivates and makes learning much more interesting & easier for the students. The Interactive Digi Boards used at BIPS is loaded with
unique features, which facilitates the visualization of the course content and other information. This in turn will help our students to learn
the concepts easily, in an interesting and interactive way.

WELL STOCKED LIBRARY
In order to bring students in communion with the greatest legends of the world both living and mortal, the campus houses a well stacked
library to quench the thirst of voracious readers and hence has been rightly christened Bibliophiles’ Paradise. Self study and reading are
important skills towards developing the habit of life-long learning which is an indispensable tool for future careers. For this purpose a well
equipped and stocked library with different types of books, magazines, periodicals and newspapers is available. Every child is inspired and
encouraged to go to the library during library periods as well as in free time. A qualified Librarian has been appointed to maintain the library.

FACILITIES

BIOLOGY LAB

CHEMISTRY LAB

PHYSICS LAB

LANGUAGE LAB
The language lab of the school with the facilities for audio and video recordings and analysis is very useful for to hone communication skills.

COMPUTER LAB
Equipped with the following facilities:
Internet connection round the clock - Online UPS for system backup - A good collection of educational software, touching
multifarious subjects, is available in the labs for the use of the teachers and the students.

LANGUAGE LAB
CONFERENCE HALL
BIPS, Patiala conducts BIPS MUN every year with a vision and mission to provide a platform for the future leaders of the nations as
well as the world.

SPORTS FACILITIES
PLAY GROUND

‘Sans in Corpore Sano’ goes the Lain proverb which emphasizes the need of a healthy body along with an agile
mind. Out door games Basket ball, Lawn tennis, Table Tennis, Cricket, Volley ball, Badminton, Throw ball,
Chess inspire children to channelize their energy under the guidance of capable and efficient sports instructors.

#BIPS - Star Sports Champions Clinched Gold, Silver & Bronze Medals in Hockey, Skating,
Swimming, Lawn Tennis, Cricket, Badminton, Volley Ball, Table Tennis, Wrestling, Judo, Archery
Gymnastics, Athletics, Fencing & Wushu.

UNIFORM
HOUSE SYSTEM
To include a healthy spirit of competition amongst the students, all the activities are organised on the inter house basis. All the students
from Class - I onwards are divided into four houses :
Bhagat Singh House
Udham Singh House
Rajguru House
Sukhdev House

:
:
:
:

Red
Green
Blue
Yellow

TRANSPORT FACILITY
The school has a well connected and efficient transport system. This facility is charged separately. The parents thus need not worry
about the accessibility to the school from any part of the city. The school does not take responsibility for any private transport.
PARENTS DESIRING THEIR WARD TO AVAIL THE SCHOOL BUS SHOULD CONFIRM THE BUS ROUTE FROM THE
SCHOOL OFFICE. THE BUS ROUTE WILL NOT BE CHANGED. BUS FARE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
Charges once paid will not be refunded. Even if the transport is availed for one day in a month, charges for entire month have to be
paid. In case the transport facility is availed once, parents will have to continue it for the entire year and charges will be taken for the
entire year. In case of any mishaps, please inform the school office immediately.
Students will be held responsible for any damage caused by negligence or vandalism in the bus. Unruly behaviour like shrieking and
shouting is strictly prohibited.

UNIFORM
PRE-NURSERY TO UKG
Summer
Shirt
Skirt
Shorts
Ribbon
Patka
Socks
Shoes

ST

(GIRLS/BOYS)

White collared
School approved chequered
School approved chequered
Red
Red
Grey cotton
Black leather (Bata)

TH

I TO 12 STANDARD
Summer
Shirt
Half Pant (I-IV)
Skirt (V onwards)
Trousers
Ribbon
Patka
Stokings
Socks
Shoes

Winter
Shirt
Skirt
Trousers
Jacket
Pull over

White collared (full sleeves)
Worsted chequered divided skirts
School approved worsted chequered
Red jacket with hood & school monogram
Steel grey plain knitted "V" shaped neck line
red lines bordering neckline & body border
Stocking Dark grey with red stripes
Ribbon Red
Dark grey woollen with red stripes
Socks
Black leather (Bata)
Shoes

(GIRLS/BOYS)

White half sleeves, collared
Grey
Dark grey divided skirt
Dark grey
Grey
Grey
Grey cotton with maroon stripes
Grey cotton with maroon stripes
Black leather laced (Bata)

Winter
Shirt
Pullover

White (full sleeves)
Steel Grey plain "V" shaped neck line,
Maroon lines bordering necklines & body border
Blazer
Maroon (single breasted with school monogram)
Skirt
Dark grey worsted woollen
Trousers Dark grey worsted woollen
Stockings Dark grey woollen with maroon stripes
Ribbon
Maroon
Patka
Maroon
Socks
Grey woollen with maroon stripes
Shoes
Black leather laced (Bata)

SCHOOL APPROVED BELT AND ID CARD FOR ALL
P.T. AND SPORTS UNIFORM
Track Suit:
Shoes:

Winter
T-Shirt , Upper and Lower
(school approved colour &
shade)

Summer
T-shirt and Lower
(school approved colour &
shade)

RULES FOR ADMISSION
Admission to school is open to all from Montessori Level II(Nursery) onwards irrespective of caste, creed or religion. The Principal
reserves the right to decide the class in which the child is to be admitted. For the session beginning in April, registration is done in January.
Registration once done will be valid for the session only. If admission is not sought in that session then registration will have to be
renewed. Admission is on merit as seats are limited. Admission test will be taken for all classes but for Montessori Level II(Nursery),
Admission to these classes will be through observation and interaction. Both the parents should be present at the time of admission.
Based on the admission test and other criteria, the school reserves the right to admit students, who are found to be fit for the admission. In
all the matters related to admission, the management’s decision shall be final.
Documents required at the time of Registration.
(See Registration form for complete details)
Original birth certificate for reference & its attested photocopy to be attached with Registration Form.
Three latest passport size coloured photographs of the child, one of Mother and Father each.
School leaving certificate from the school last attended within 10 days of admission otherwise admission stands cancelled
Photocopy of Aadhaar card of the child and parents.
Medical fitness certificate from doctor.

Subjects For Admission Test
Mont. Level II (Nursery)
: Interaction with parents & child
Mont. Level III (L.K.G)
: Interaction with parents & child
Mont. Level IV (U.K.G) to XII : English, Hindi, Maths & General
Awareness

Mode of Payment for School Fees
The school fees should be deposited in Oriental Bank of
Commerce, Municipal Corporation Branch, Near NIS,
Patiala, according to the given schedule.

School Timings
Summer
Mont. Level II & III
: 8:20 am to 12:20 pm
Mont. Level IV onwards : 7:30 am to 1:40 pm
Winter
Mont. Level II & III
: 9:00 am to 1:00 pm
Mont. Level IV onwards : 8:00 am to 2:20 pm

Fees for the Month of
April
- June
July
- September
October - December
January - March

To be paid by
April 7
July 7
October 7
January 7

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Leave of absence is not granted except for serious reasons and only on a previous written application of parents and guardian. A fine
of Rs. 10/- per day will be charged for absence without leave on regular working days. In case of illness where the application cannot
be sent in advance, the office should be informed by telephonically.
Absence without leave for wedding, feasts, etc., is not permitted.
Parents are requested to inform the school in case of illness immediately and the student must produce his/her application on return to
school.
No extension in vacation is allowed.
Student who leave without due notice or keep away from school for over a week, offering no explanation for their absence, are struck
off the rolls. As a rule they will be re-admitted with a fee of Rs 5000/-.
Students who have any infectious disease will not be allowed to attend the school unless they bring doctor’s certificate stating that the
period of quarantine is over.
Minimum attendance of 75% is required for a candidate to be eligible for any term examination.

EXCURSIONS / PICNICS

BIPS CULTURAL PROGRAMME
Children are taught folk, light and classical music along with instruments such as sitar, harmonium, bongo etc. Children are taught
to appreciate music and dance by a team of dedicated and talented teachers of melody and rhythm. The fundamentals of various
dance forms are also taught to students who have a passion for dancing by Indian & Western dance teachers.

DISCIPLINE
Student must attend the school punctually and regularly.
• Parents are informed that their children will be sent home in the following cases.
a. After three warnings for arriving late.
b. For not wearing the correct uniform.
c. For not having the remark in the school diary signed by their parents, or not having the receipt of a circular acknowledged by their
parents within the stipulated period.
• The name, standard and section of the student should clearly be marked on all his/ her belongings.
• In case of infectious disease at home, parents should report the fact to the Principal at once and should not send the student to school till
the danger of infection has passed.
• Parents are requested not to allow valuables to be brought to school. The school does not take responsibility for the same.
• Fine will be imposed for all damage done to school property.
• School will remain closed on second Saturday, holidays and long breaks as mentioned in the school diary given to parents.
• The P.T. Meeting will be held on last Saturday of every month.

Class Montessori Level II and III( Nursery & LKG)

: There will be comprehensive continuous evaluation only

Class UKG onwards:

There will be two semesters first in September and final.
Regular evaluation through weekly, monthly tests supported
with through quizzes, multiple choice questions, objective
type questions, dictation test, reading test, recitation test,
declamation, debate, seminar and PPTs are conducted
and grades are awarded.

Management has the right to change the examination schedule.

1. Registration Procedures and Rules
(A) Registration Form is to be filled in and submitted to the school before the end of the Registration period.
(B) Incomplete or illegible Registration Form, without photographs will not be processed/accepted.
(C) Dates for interaction will be given at the time of registration/intimated telephonically. The school authorities reserve the right to
change the date and time of interaction.
(D) Photocopy of Birth Certificate issued by Municipal Corporation or concerned civic authority must accompany the Registration
Form. Photocopy of report card of last exam passed must be attached with the Registration Form for Montessori Level III and above.
(E) Age should be properly specified on the forms.
2. Refund of Fee
(A) Fee once paid is NOT refundable for any reason whatsoever.
3. Withdrawal Rules
(A) Application for withdrawal is to be made in writing . No child can be withdrawn till a written request from parents is put up. Three
month notice period or three month notice fee is required for withdrawal.
(B) Transfer Certificate will be issued after ten days of the application and clearance of all dues.
4. Right of Alteration/Modification
(A) Management reserves the right to modify, alter and/or include any other terms and conditions that may be deemed fit in the
interest of the institution.

HOBBIES
The school offers various hobbies to cater to the apptitude and interest of students. Various hobbies being offered are
Art and Craft, Music, Gardening, Dancing (folk & classical), Dramatics(English & Hindi), Yoga, Bhangra, Gidha

FORTE OF BIPS
•Sui Generis Environment
•All Round Development
•Emphasis on English Communication Skills
•Grooming In Public Speaking
(a) Debates, Declamations And Extempore Speech - A
Regular Feature
•Conducive Atmospherics For Effective Teaching And
Learning

•Theme Tours
•Personal Touch Assured
•Latest & Modern Teaching Methodology
•SUPW Activities

STAR ACHIEVERS

Shivangee

Bagged 90.2 % in XII Humanities

Bhupinder Singh

Bagged 90.6 % in XII Humanities

Jyoti Puri

Bagged 96.2 % in XII Commerce

Tegveer Singh Benipal

Topper-Humanities
Stood 2nd in Punjab in CLAT

ACADEMIC ACHIEVERS PLACED IN PRESTIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
Session

AIIMS

Govt.
Medical
Colleges

Other
Medical
Colleges

2009-10

IITs

Thapar
Other
University Engineering
Colleges

1

4

7

6

9

7

10

7

13

8

14

3

11

16

1

2010-11

1

2011-12
2012-13

1

2013-14

1

2014-15

2

3

2015-16

2

2

1

7

10

19

2016-17

1

6

6

8

12

23

2017-18

1

2

10

6

18

17

2

1

4

2

MEDICAL STREAM- SESSION 2017-18

Gagneet Kaur
Got admission in AIIMS, Delhi

Granth Sanjay Nandwani
Got admission in GMC, Patiala

Kritika Gupta
Got admission in GMC, Patiala

Tina Joshi
Latika Nirola
Got admission in Guru Gobind Singh College Got admission in PIMS, Jalandhar
and Hospital, Faridkot

MEDICAL STREAM- SESSION 2017-18

Sakshi Singla
Got admission in PIMS, Jalandhar

Devanshu Sharma
Got admission in SGRD, Amritsar

Bhavtej Singh Kathuria
Got admission in SGRD, Amritsar

Bhavya Puri
Got admission in PIMS, Jalandhar

Aarushi Gambhir

Prabhleen Kaur
Got admission in PIMS, Jalandhar

Lakshay Sethi
Got admission in PIMS, Jalandhar

Parneet Kaur
Got admission in Pharmacy at Punjabi University, Patiala

Got admission in MMU, Ambala

NON MEDICAL STREAM- SESSION 2017-18

Simarpreet Singh Sethi
Got admission in IIT, Delhi

Aditya Gupta
Got admission in IIT, Guwahati

Noorpreet Kaur
Got admission in IIT, Roorkee

Jasnoor Singh
Got admission in IIT, Ropar

Anuj Goel
Got admission in IIT, Mandi

Sagar Rawat
Got admission in IIT, Dhanbad.

Guntas Singh
Got admission in BITS, Pilani

Pukhraj Sharma
Got admission in BITS, Pilani

Devanshu Garg
Got admission in BITS, Pilani

Teshyansh Vatsayayan
Got admission in BITS, Pilani

Arshit Modi
Got admission in IIT, Dhanbad

Amisha Jayant
Got admission in NIT, Jalandhar

NON MEDICAL STREAM- SESSION 2017-18

Manik Gupta
Got admission in NIT, Jalandhar

Riya Goyal
Got admission in PEC, Chandigarh

Parth Puri
Got admission in Chitkara University

Priyanshu Madaan
Got admission in IIIT, Hyderabad

Ankit Sharma
Got admission in Chandigarh University

Dhritanshu Aggarwal
Got admission in Chitkara University,

Nitika
Got admission in IISER, Mohali

Isha Singal
Got admission in Thapar University,
Patiala

Pratik Asija
Got admission in PEC, Chandigarh

Aniket Sharma
Got admission in Delhi Technological
University, New Delhi

Harsh

Got admission in Thapar University,
Patiala

INTERNATIONAL SPORTS ACHIEVERS OF BIPS

Ashutosh Garg
Represented India in
Common Wealth Games at
Capetown, South Africa

Gurinder Singh
Represented India in
WUSHU in Hong Kong.

Hrithik Singla
Represented India in Asian
Power Lifting Championship
in Hong Kong, China.

TESTIMONIALS OF ACADEMIC STAR ACHIEVERS OF BIPS

Nishant Aggarwal
All India 6th rank - AIIMS
I sat for AIIMS entrance test and attained All India 6th rank and got
admission in MBBS, AIIMS, Delhi and it was a dream come true. I
am indebted to my parents and teachers of Bhupindra
International Public School for my success.

Urvashi Kapoor
7th Rank - JIPMER
I passed my XII Medical from Bhupindra International
Public School and I got 7th Rank in JIPMER,
Pondicherry. I owe my success to my Principal,
teachers and my parents.

Akash Tanwar
50th Rank - JEE

Preet Kamal Singh
IIT, Delhi

I passed my XII in Non-Medical stream from Bhupindra International
Public School and have no words to express my heartfelt gratitude to
my Principal, Mrs. Indu Sharma and all my teachers who showed so
much of faith and confidence in me and were always there to take my
doubts and queries that I secured 50th rank in JEE Advance and made it
to IIT, Delhi. Thanks to BIPS.

Siddharth Chopra
Govt. Medical College - Patiala.
I salute Bhupindra International
Public School for making me a
success in Medical Entrance Exam
and getting admission in Govt.
Medical College, Patiala.

I had never experienced that the Principal and teachers
could be so helpful and motivating. But its true for
Bhupindra International Public School where every
single child receives care and attention and I, too, owe
my success of being in IIT, Delhi to my school and of
course the support of my parents.

Ramanish Singh
23rd Rank in AIIMS, Delhi
I did extremely well in my XII Boards.
I got admission in AIIMS, Delhi. I owe
my success to BIPS. I salute BIPS for
commendable support and
guidance throughout.

Anoop Kumar
27 Rank - JEE Delhi
th

I passed my XII in Non-Medical stream
from BIPS. Thanks to my Principal and
teachers whose guidance helped me
achieve 27th rank in JEE Advance. I
studied in IIT, Delhi.

TESTIMONIALS OF ACADEMIC STAR ACHIEVERS OF BIPS

PARENTS’ TESTIMONIALS

Dr. Vishal Chopra

Dr. Hari Om Aggarwal

Mr. Sundeep Gulati

BIPS creates a wow factor for parents &
students. After I admitted Sidharth in
this wonderful temple of learning, we
enjoyed complete support from
positive teachers & ever smiling
Principal.

We have been fortunate that
Nishant Aggarwal got
admission in BIPS. It was
guidance, love and support
from BIPS that he secured a
seat in AIIMS, Delhi.

I believe BIPS is the best school on earth. I have
my brother & cousins’ children studying in
Delhi, Banglore & two in USA. Whenever there
is a family get together, everybody appreciates
my children for their manners, etiquette &
general awareness and for this I give credit to
BIPS.

Ms. Puneet Kaur

Dr Arvind Kumar - Orthopaedician

Dr. Girish Sahni

Decision to admit my daughter in BIPS is one of
the best my husband and I made. When my
daughter interacts in English joyfully &
confidently, we both feel very proud. She is
good at almost everything be it dance, music,
public speaking and sports. We understand
the magic that happens at BIPS.

BIPS is the best school of the region. The
ambience is world class. I admire the faculty
& Principal at BIPS for their amazing work
ethics. The kind of care, love and guidance
children enjoy at BIPS, I believe anyone can
do wonders. My children have really
evolved and grown into all-rounders.

S. Naib Singh Thind
No comparison with BIPS. It is in true sense a great school of India.
After getting my children and nephews admitted in this beautiful
school, we all feel so relaxed around academics and over all
personality development. Our children are admired for their
confidence and knowledge by our friends and relatives. They have
brought laurels not only to the school but to country in sports.

Admission of my children in BIPS gave such a
relaxed feeling & confidence because
everyone in the school right from faculty to the
top administration, all have amazing
professional ethics. My children have been
groomed brilliantly. I am sure they will shine in
their personal, social and professional life.

Dr. Dimple
Enter the premises of BIPS and one gets such a positive feeling. There is a
kind of warmth, wrapped in discipline which is rare to be seen. Children
enjoy their academic since teachers use latest teaching methodologies
supported with best of the software’s of Teach Next. They look forward
to sports, dance, music and dramatics classes. Best part is the Principal is
easily accessible to students.

Children germinating a seed and working in the
garden, naturally start caring for the environment

Children of ABC Montessori, Patiala,
displaying American Certificates during
convocation held in September2007

Scientifically designed sensorial equipments,
enhances sensory motor activity
Child learning through pink tower

REGISTRATION FORM
Punjab's 1st IT & ISO Certi ed (CBSE aﬃliated) School From Pre-Nursery to 12th Standard

BHUPINDRA INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL
Model School of ABC Montessori
Behind Sheesh Mahal, Dakala Road, Patiala-147001 Ph:0175-2970000, 9814848505

Registration Form No

Attach latest

Attach latest

Attach latest

passport size

passport size

passport size

photograph

photograph

photograph

of Candidate

of Father

of Mother

1. Class to which admission is sought

Registration no

2. Child's Name (Capital Letters)
3. Sex: Male

Female

(Please click the correct box)

4. Date of birth (in Figure)
Age as on

(in words)
(dd/mm/yyyy)

5. Nationality
6. Hobby of the child

Religion

Years

Month

SC/ST/General
House (allotted by school)

Detail about Parents
7.

Father

Mother

a) Name
b) Age
c) Quali cation
d) Occupation/Profession
e) Designation
f ) Department
g) Oﬃcial Address
h) Mobile No.
i)

E-mail Id

j)

Monthly Income

k) Specimen Signature
8. Particular of last attended school :
a) Name of the school
b) Medium of Instruction
c)

Whether the school is PRIMARY

MIDDLE

SECONDARY

Sr. SECONDARY

(please tick the correct box)

9. Medical case history, if any
10. Residential address
Phone

Note : Kindly do Intimate the school instantly in case of change in Contact no./Address.

11. Details about children :
a) Number of Brother/Sister:
b) Details of the school going children :
Name :
Age

:

Class :
School :
c)

Are you in joint family :

YES

NO

d) Guardian of child (In case both parents are working)
e) Want to avail school transport facility :

YES

NO

Note : Transport fees once paid will not be refunded. Transport facility if taken once, cannot be
discon nued throughout the session.

CERTIFICATE
I

Father/Mother of

seeking his /her admission to class

fully understand the rules and regulation laid down

in the school prospectus. I also give an undertaking the I entrust may ward at my own risk and Management
at no time, be held liable in case of unavoidable or unexplainable accidents arising from mala de behaviour
of the student in its care. This applies not only to the school premises but also on the road, in the transport,
picnic, excursion etc. I undertake to abide by the School Rules.
Date :

dd/mm/yyyy

(Name in Block letters )
Signature of Parents/Guardian

Principal’s Signature

(Admitted/Not admitted)

Documents required to be submitted at the time of submission
of Registration Form to the School for admission
For Pre-Montessori to Class

For Class II TO Class X

For Class IX to XII

3 latest Passport size photographs
of the candidate

3 latest Passport size photographs
of the candidate
1 latest passport size photograph
of father and mother
Medical ﬁtness cer ﬁcate from doctor
Previous class report card
(photostate & Original)

3 latest Passport size photographs
of the candidate
1 latest passport size photograph
of father and mother
Medical ﬁtness cer ﬁcate from doctor
Copy of X & XI (if applicable marksheet
duly attested by Gazzetted Oﬃcer)

1 latest passport size photograph
of father and mother
Medical ﬁtness cer ﬁcate from doctor
Original birth cer ﬁcate
Photo copy of a child and
parents Aadhar card

Transfer cer ﬁcate (T.C) in original
countersigned by concerned D.E.O

Transfer cer ﬁcate (T.C) in original
countersigned by concerned D.E.O
Principal of the previous School

Photo copy of a child and
parents Aadhar card

Photo copy of a child and
parents Aadhar card

A Child experiencing with sound cylinder

Learning during snack time

Sensor Motor activity stimulates
concepts, logic and analytical skills
Par excellance performance by
ABC Montessorians during Annual Function
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SALIENT FEATURES
• Innovative And Futuristic Architecture • Multimedia Aided Montessori Block • Airy & Spacious Rooms
• Richly Stacked Library • A Well Equipped Computer Lab • Adequately Equipped Science Lab • Language
Lab • Highly Qualified, Committed And Sincere Faculty • Excellent Transport Facility • Majestic
Playgrounds • Basketball Court • Lawn Tennis Court • Badminton Court • Volleyball Ground

OUR PATRONS
Mr. D.P. Reddy, IAS

Mr. Jasbir Singh Bir, IAS

NIS

Sheesh Mahal

Dr. Ranbir Singh Sarao

Octroi

Dakala Road

Location
Map

BIPS
CAMPUS

Sular

Punjab's 1st IT & ISO Certified (CBSE affiliated) School from Pre-Nursery to 12th Standard

BHUPINDRA INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL
www.bipspatiala.com

Near Sheesh Mahal, Opposite Deer Park,
Dakala Road, Patiala – 147001
Phone no. 0175-2970000, 98148-48505, 83602-15611, 95011-99757

Toll Free - 1800-1376-668

